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FOREWORD
This Kitaab is a basic translation of Hamare Rasul with a few
additions from the Kitaab Seerat-ul-Mustafa written by Hadrat
Maulana Idrees Khandelwi .
My honourable and beloved Sheikh and Ustaad, Hadrat
Maulana Abdul Hamid Is’haq D.B. had requested me to add a
few pertinent points to the Kitaab from the Kitaab Seerat-ulMustafa, which has been included as well.
May Allah  accept this Kitaab and make it a means of
developing love for our noble leader and master Rasulullah .
Ameen!
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INTRODUCTION
About 600 years had passed since the time of Nabi Isa ! It is
quite understandable to what degradation and rot the world
had sunk into when there was no reformer, guide for such a
long period! When Hadrat Salmaan Faarsi  had sought
guidance, he was adviced by the last remaining priest to go to
Yathrib (the old name of Madinatul Munawwarah) and wait
there for the appearance of the final Nabi , as there was
nobody on the surface of the earth now to guide people.
It was a time, in the Arabian Peninisula when 360 idols were
being worshipped in the Ka’bah Sharif alone, people used to
make tawaaf of the Kaabaa nakedly, a son would inherit his
mother; he would sell her as a slave, or keep her as a slave or
even marry her; doing as he pleased. They would eat anything
that they found such as rats, mice, snakes, absolutely anything!
Crime was rife, nobody was safe, there was no social, moral or
spiritual values whatsoever!
Allah  showed mercy on the world and the Arab peninsular
particularly and sent His last and final Nabi  to the Arabs in
Makkah Sharif particularly, and to all the people of the world
generally!
The stage of the world is set, all preparations are complete. In
the existence of the world it is a very special day. Today is a day
when the purpose of the creation of the world is being
explained, the reason for the changing of day and night is made
known, the pride of Hadrat Adam and his progeny is
manifested, the secret behind the protection of the ark of
Hadrat Nuh  is given out, the dua of Hadrat Ibrahim  is
answered and the future information of Hadrat Moosa and
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Hadrat Isa  is told, i.e. Our Honourable Master, Hadrat
Muhammad  comes and beautifies the world.
In other words, the sun of Nabuwat is born in a city which is the
headquarters of the idols. In Persia, an earth quake strikes the
palace as a result of which 14 turrets had fallen and the fire of
the temple of Persia which was never extinguished for a period
of 1,000 years died off on its own. Buhairah, a river of Persia
suddenly dries up.
In the morning the Persian king was restless. The royal honour
that he had been enjoying was suddenly being obstructed, so
finally he gathered all the ministers. During their assembly, they
had received news that the fire of the temple has been
extinguished, which resulted in Kisra (Persian king) becoming
more frustrated than before. Mubzaan stood up and announced
that he had seen a dream wherein a powerful camel is pulling
Arabian horses along, and they have crossed the Tigress river
and spread throughout the world. Kisra asked Mubzaan, “What
is the interpretation of this dream?” He replied, “Perhaps we
will be afflicted with a great calamity from the Arabs.” Kisra with
the intention of attaining some ease in this matter sent a letter
to Nu’man ibn Munzir requesting him to send a great Alim that
will be able to answer his questions.
He sent a very experienced Alim by the name of Abdul Maseeh
Ghassani. When he reached the palace, the king said, “Do you
have any knowledge in regards to that which I wish to enquire
about?” Abdul Maseeh replied, “You may pose your question, if
I have the relevant knowledge I will reply, else I will direct you
to a knowledgeable person.” The king had explained the various
incidents that had occurred. Abdul Maseeh said, “The
interpretation of these occurrences can be explained by my
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uncle Sateeh that lives in Shaam.” Kisra instructed Abdul
Maseeh to inform Sateeh regarding these occurrences and get a
response. When Abdul Maseeh reached Sateeh he was
experiencing pangs of death, but was still conscious. Abdul
Maseeh greeted him and recited some poetry. When Sateeh
heard the poetry been recited, he turned towards him saying,
“Abdul Maseeh mounted a swift horse and came to Sateeh
when he is on the verge of leaving the world. The king of Bani
Saasaan has sent you to enquire about the earthquake, the fire
of the temple, the dream of Mubzaan and the powerful camel
pulling the Arabian horses across the Tigress river which spread
throughout the world. O Abdul Maseeh! Listen, when the word
of Allah  will be recited excessively, the owner of the staff
appeares, the valley of Samaada starts flowing, the river of
Buhairah dries up, and the fire of the temple is extinguished,
then Shaam will no longer remain Shaam for Sateeh. A few men
and women of Bani Saasaan will rule, and that which was to
come has already come.” Saying this Sateeh died.
This is, in reality, a warning for the ending of the fire
worshippers and every misguidance. An end to cruelty and
intolerance to women and children. An end to all social, moral
and spiritual degradation. Not only a hope, but a guarantee for
every type of happiness, success and good fortune!

BARAKAAT EVEN BEFORE BIRTH
Like before the rising of the sun the horizon lights up, similarly,
before the birth of Nabi  the world lit up with Barakaat! When
Nabi ’s mother conceived him, she was given the glad tidings,
in a dream, that your child is going to be the leader of this
Ummat! When he will be born make this dua, “I give him in the
protection of the One and Only Allah and name him
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Muhammad.” She also says, “After conceiving him I saw a light
by which the palaces of Busra in Syria were seen.”

THE HONOURABLE BIRTH OF NABI 
Nabi  was born in the year when Abraha attacked the Ka’bah
Sharif. The famous date of the birth of Nabi  is Monday, the
12th of Rabi ul Awwal 571. According to historians Nabi  was
born in the year 571 after Isa .
Ulama have written that the period between Hadrat Adam 
and Hadrat Nuh  is a period of 1,200 years, and the period
between Hadrat Nuh  and Hadrat Ibrahim  is a period of
1,142 years. The period between Ibrahim  and Hadrat Moosa
 is 565 years. The period between Hadrat Moosa  and
Hadrat Dawood  is 572 years. The period between Hadrat
Dawood  and Hadrat Isa  is 1,354 years, and the period
between Hadrat Isa  and our Honourable Nabi  is 571 years.
According to the famous narration, the age of Hadrat Adam 
was 960 years. According to this, the time that had elapsed
between Hadrat Adam  and Nabi  is approximately 6,000
years, i.e. in the 7th millennium.
The mother of Uthman bin Abil Aas , Fatima bint-e-Abdullah
says, “At the time of childbirth I was near Amina. At that time, I
noticed that the entire house was filled with Noor, and the stars
are lowering themselves to such an extent that I thought that
the stars will fall on me. (The stars lowering themselves
indicated that very soon Kufr, Shirk and darkness will be
removed from the world, and the world will be filled with
brightness and Hidaayat.)
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Irbaadh bin Saariya  narrates that the mother of Nabi  had
seen a light at the time of the noble birth of Nabi  by which
the palaces of Shaam were brightened. This has been recorded
in Musnad-e-Ahmad and Mustadrak of Haakim.

NAMES OF NABI 
th

On the 7 day after birth, Abdul Muttalib had celebrated the
Aqeeqa of Nabi . Most of the Quraish were invited for the
function and the name Muhammad was chosen for Nabi . The
Quraish said, “O Abdul Haarith (the title of Abdul Muttalib), why
did you choose such a name which none from amongst your
forefathers have chosen up to this day?” Abdul Muttalib replied,
“I had chosen this name, as Allah  is that being that is praised
in the heavens, whilst amongst the creation of Allah  this child
will be praised.”
Prior to the birth of Rasulullah  Abdul Muttalib had seen a
dream as a result of which he had named this child Muhammad.
He had seen a chain became apparent from his back, the one
end of the chain was in the heaven whilst the other end was in
the ground, the one end was in the east and the other in the
west. After a while the chain transformed into a tree, whose
every leaf was such Nur that was 70 times brighter than the sun.
The people of the east and west were attached to the branches
of the tree. Some of the Quraish were holding onto the
branches whilst others were intending to cut it. When they
would intend drawing closer to the tree a handsome young boy
would remove them. The interpreters had explained this dream
of Abdul Muttalib, a boy will be born in your progeny, the
people all the way from the east to the west will follow him and
the dwellers of the heavens and earth will praise him. This is the
reason Abdul Muttalib had named him Muhammad.
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On the other hand, his mother is informed by means of a
righteous dream that you are carrying the chosen creation of
Allah  who is the leader of the Ummats. He should be named
Muhammad and according to another narration, he should be
named Ahmad.
In a narration of Bukhari and Muslim, Hadrat Jaabir  narrates
that Nabi  is reported to have said, “I have five names, I am
Muhammad, I am Ahmad, I am Maahi (one that will wipe out
Kufr), I am Haashir (people will be resurrected at my feet). This
could either mean that I will be the first be raised from the
grave, or Nabi  will be the Imaam of all people on the day of
Qiyaamah and all will be in need of him. I am Aaqib (one that
arrived finally after all the Ambiya.) Imaam Maalik  says that
Aaqib means the one upon whom Allah  ended the chain of
Nabuwwat.There are many other names of Nabi  but five
have been mentioned in this Hadith. Most probably five names
have been recorded in this Hadith as these were the five famous
names recorded in the previous scriptures.
The famous title of Nabi  by which he was known was Abul
Qaasim , as the eldest son of Nabi  was Qaasim. Another
title of Nabi  was Abu Ibrahim. Hadrat Anas  narrates,
“When Ibrahim was born to Rasulullah  from Maariya Qibtiya
then Jibraeel  appeared and said, “Assalamualaikum, O father
of Ibrahim.”
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CIRCUMCISION
There are three views in regards to this matter. The first view is
that Rasulullah  was born circumcised. Hakim says that there
are authentic Ahadith that support this. Another view is that
Abdul Muttalib had the circumcision done on the 7th day as was
the custom amongst the Arabs. This was according to the
Sunnat of Hadrat Ibrahim and Hadrat Ismaeel  that a child
should be circumcised on the 7th day from birth. The third view
is that circumcision was carried whilst Nabi  was with Halima
Saa’diyya. The third narration is a weak narration whilst the first
two are authentic. The first two narrations can be reconciled in
this manner that Nabi  was born circumcised but the
completion was done by Abdul Muttalib.

FAMILY LINEAGE
The family lineage of Nabi , from both his father and mother,
is the most high and most honorable in the whole world! It is
mentioned in the Hadith that Rasulullah  quotes Jibraeel 
saying, “I had sifted the earth from the east to the west but
never found anyone superior to the Banu Hashim.” This
narration has been recorded by Imaam Tabrani and Imaam
Ahmad.
Amongst the Arabs, family lineage has such importance
attached to it, leave human beings; the Arabs knew the lineage
of their horses as well. The Arabs would remember as to who
has been born from a free child and who has been born from a
slave girl, they would even remember who had consumed the
milk of an honorable woman and who had drank the milk of an
evil woman. This can be understood from the saying of Salma
bin Akwa ,
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اان ابن االكوع واليوم يوم الرضيع
I am the son of Akwa, and today it will be known who drank the
milk of a free honourable woman and who drank the milk of a
slave girl.

THE PASSING AWAY OF NABI 'S FATHER
Nabi 's grandfather ordered Nabi 's father to bring dates
from Madinatul Munawwarah during the pregnancy of his
mother. His father passed away on this journey, before the birth
of Nabi .

THE PERIOD OF BREAST FEEDING AND
CHILDHOOD
After birth Nabi  was initially breastfed by his mother for a
period of three to four days, thereafter the freed slave girl of
Abu Lahab named Thuwaiba had breastfed Nabi . When
Thuwaiba had informed Abu Lahab of the blessed birth of Nabi
, then due to extreme joy and happiness he set Thuwaiba
free. She had also breastfed the uncle of Nabi , Hadrat Hamza
 and thereafter she breastfed Abu Salma. There is a
difference of opinion amongst the historians whether she
accepted Islam or not. Hafiz Ibn Munzih has included her
amongst the Sahaabiyyaat. Nabi  used to honour her greatly.
After Nabi ’s marriage to Khathija , Thuwaiba would visit
Nabi . After migrating to Madinah Munawwarah Nabi 
would send gifts for Thuwaiba. When Makkah was conquered,
Nabi  enquired about Thuwaiba and her son, but was
informed that both of them have passed away. He then asked,
“Is anyone alive from her relatives so that kindness can be
shown to them”, but none of her relatives were living.
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After the death of Abu Lahab, Hadrat Abbas seen him in a
dream in a pitiable condition. He asked, “What is your
condition?” He replied, “I haven’t seen any comfort. However,
due to freeing Thuwaiba, I am given water to drink equivalent to
the tip of my finger (i.e. the finger that pointed to her when
freeing her, that amount of water is afforded to me).”
Nabi  was later breastfed by Halimah Saa’diyya. It was
traditional that the babies of the honourable families would be
sent out of the rough city life of Makkah Mukarramah to the
small villages, where the air, environment, culture and language
was pure and ideal for upbringing.
The village women had come to Makkah Sharif to collect babies
for this purpose but nobody was prepared to take Nabi  as he
was an orphan and profitable returns could not be expected. On
the other hand, Halimah Saa’diyyah was unable to get a baby to
take back with her to the village. Due to weakness she hardly
had any milk in her breasts, in fact her own baby was also very
weak due to hunger that he hardly slept at night, their camel
was also very thin and weak, this was actually the result of the
continuous droughts that they had been experiencing. All this
proved to shine out in her favour!
She asked her husband to allow her to take this orphan child
and not return home empty handed, not knowing that he was a
diamond of the orphans. He agreed to her request. As soon as
they took this glowing diamond of the orphans her breasts filled
up with milk, Nabi  would only drink from the right breast
leaving the other one for his milk brother. Her camel had gained
so much of strength that it had surpassed the remainder of the
camels; the other ladies were surprised, is this the same camel
that was so weak and being left behind all the time?!
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Back home, due to the droughts, her goats were thin and weak,
but since Nabi  had come into their lives, they became fat and
healthy, filled with milk as well, while the other people's goats
remained weak and without milk. Nabi  remained with
Halimah Saa’diyya for 2 years until she had weaned him of her
breasts. At this time, these words were on his toungue 'Allahu
Akbar Kabiera, wal Hamdulillahi Hamdan Kathiera , Wa
SubhanAllahi Bukrataw wa Asiela'.
Now, as normal, he had to be returned to his mother. On
reaching Makkah Sharif Halimah requested that Nabi  be
allowed to remain a longer period with her, due to her seeing all
the blessings in him! His mother consented to her request. One
day, whilst playing with his milk brother, his brother ran home
breathlessly telling them that 2 people in white clothes had
appeared and cut open Nabi . They hastened to Nabi  but
found him sitting, yet frightened! They asked him, “What
happened?” He replied that two people in white clothing had
appeared, cut him open and removed something from within
him. The incident of splitting of the chest had taken place four
times in the life of Rasulullah . Halimah Saa’diyya got worried
and took him back to his mother in Makkah Sharif and returned
her amaanat to her. She was surprised, and said that just a few
days ago you took him with so much of enthusiasm yet you are
already returning him! Halimah Saa’diyya explained what had
happened! His mother Aamina then explained to them the
extraordinary events she had also experienced before, during
and after his birth!
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THE REASON FOR SPLITTING OF THE CHEST
The chest of Nabi  was split open and a black dot was
removed. This was actually the material of sin and
disobedience. The heart of Nabi  was therefore cleansed from
sins. After removing the material of sinning, the blessed heart of
Nabi  was washed so that there remains no trace or effect of
the material of disobedience. Ice was used to wash the heart as
effect of sin is hot, as written by Sheikh Akbar in the Kitaab
titled ‘Futuhaat.’ To extinguish the material of disobedience, ice
was used, so that the effect of the heat of disobedience is
completely removed.

SEAL OF NABUWWAT
When one intends protecting something then a seal is placed in
it, so that the items within the seal cannot be removed. Jewels
are placed in a packet and then sealed so that not a single pearl
disappears. Similarly, the bosom of Nabi  was filled with
knowledge and wisdom, and thereafter a seal was placed
between the two shoulders so that nothing is destroyed from
these treasures.
Just as the heart of Nabi  was removed and cleansed
internally, similarly externally in line with the heart, on the left
hand side, a seal was placed so the heart is protected from the
whispers of Shaytaan and external attacks. This is the area from
where Shaytaan whispers into a person.
According to some scholars the seal of Nabuwwat was placed at
the time of birth and the Ulema of the Bani Israeel recognized
Nabi  by this seal. Other scholars are of the opinion that after
the splitting of the chest the seal of Nabuwwat was placed.
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THE PASSING AWAY OF NABI 'S HONOURABLE
MOTHER
Nabi  was between 4 and 6 years old when his mother,
returning from Madinatul Munawwarah, at a place called
Abwaa, left this world. His paternal grandfather, Abdul Muttalib
now takes care and looks after Nabi . He would keep Nabi 
with him all the time. He also passes away when Nabi  is 8
years 2 months and 10 days old. Allah  wanted to show that
even without outward means, Allah  Alone will see to him.
Now Nabi  is placed in the care of his paternal uncle Abu
Taalib, who looked after Nabi  with more affection and care
than his own children until death! But unfortunately he did not
accept Imaan and Islam.

A FEW INCIDENTS DURING CHILDHOOD OF NABI

A prayer mat used to be placed exclusively for Abdul Muttalib in
the shade of the Ka’bah. Nobody would ever dare sit on it or
even near it. His own children sat on the fringes of it. However,
Nabi  used to sit right in the centre of it. Abdul Muttalib use
to say 'Leave this child of mine alone, By Allah! He is destined to
an unprecedented rank of eminence'.
When there was a drought in Makkah Sharif and surroundings,
the people requested Abu Talib to make dua for rain. He went
to the Haram and made Nabi  face him with his back touching
the Ka’bah and made dua. There wasn't a sign of a cloud in the
sky, but, suddenly it began pouring that the rivers started
flowing strongly and the dams got filled! Abu Talib said that
Rasulullah 's illuminated face drew rain from Allah, he is a
sanctuary for the widows and the orphans!
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When Nabi  was 12 years old, his uncle, Abu Talib took him
with on a business trip to Syria. En route they passed the
monastery of the rabbi Buhaira, who was well acquainted with
the signs of the Final Nabi to come. These caravans had passed
many times here, but Buhaira never paid any attention to them.
This time he specially came out to meet each individual! As soon
as he saw Raulullah , he said, 'This is the master of the worlds.
This is the Messenger of the Lord of the universe. Allah  has
sent him as a Mercy to all the realms'! He then invited all to a
meal in honour of Nabi . He said when you passed the valley
yonder I saw each boulder and tree making Sajda to Nabi ,
this is done only for a Rasul of Allah; also, he recognised Nabi 
by the seal of Nabuwwat, just below his right shoulder blade, on
his back; he noticed and pointed out to all to observe that a
cloud and tree lowered its branch in the direction of Nabi ,
providing shade from the sweltering sun. He begged them not
to take him to Rome (Syria) for the Romans would kill him. In
fact 7 Romans had appeared to apprehend Nabi  as his signs
were so clear in their scriptures, but Buhairah managed to
convince them not to go against the will of Allah , they
complied and stayed with him, not returning to Rome. On the
advice of Buhairah Nabi  returned to Makkah Sharif. Buhairah,
in fact, gave them some provision for the journey as well.

RASULULLAH  AND BUSINESS.
Most of the Quraish were business people. Nabi  also sought
business by which a person remains free, sustains himself and
helps others. Nabi  had made business trips with his uncle
and had gained a lot of experience. People, knowing the
honesty and loyalty of Nabi , generally gave their goods to
Nabi  for trade, and shared the profits.
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He was most truthful and trustworthy amongst his people and
was therefore given the title ‘Al-Ameen.’ Abdullah bin Abil
Hamsaa narrates, “Prior to Nabi  being appointed as a Nabi, I
had transacted with him. I had to pay him some money, so I told
him that I will be coming shortly (to pay the money). On
reaching home, I forgot the promise that I had made. After
three days, I remembered the promise that I had made to Nabi
. On remembering, I went to the place where I made a
promise and found Nabi  waiting there. He sufficed on saying
this much, “You have caused difficulty to me; I am waiting here
for the past three days.”
A wealthy and intelligent woman, Khadijah Binte Khuwailid,
whose father was a leader of the Quraish, heard of the honesty,
loyalty and excellent business practices of Nabi , so she also
gave her goods to Nabi  for trade, and said, “Whatever
amount I give to others as a payment, I will give you double.”
For this business venture, Nabi  undertook a journey to
Yemen. Her slave Maisarah had accompanied him on this
journey. Nabi , due to his intelligence and tact sold the
merchandise at a very good profit.
On his return to Makkah Sharif he sold the goods that he bought
in Yemen at a good profit. On this journey, when Nabi 
reached Basrah he took rest in the shade of a tree. Here, they
met a Christian priest by the name of Nastur. On seeing Nabi ,
he drew close and said, “After Essa bin Maryam, besides you no
one has sat under this tree.” He then asked Maisarah, “Is this
redness always in his eyes?” Maisarah replied, “This redness is
permanent.” The priest then remarked, “This is that Nabi, this is
the final Nabi.” Maisarah reported to Khadijah of the noble and
honourable characteristics of Nabi !
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NIKAH TO HADRAT KHADIJAH .
Hearing of all these noble qualities and the different
occurrences that took place during his journey, she narrated
them to Waraqa bin Nawfil. He told her, “If these incidents are
true then certainly Muhammad  is the Nabi of this Ummat. I
am fully aware that there is a final Nabi to arrive, his arrival is
being anticipated and his time is very close.” Now, Hadrat
Khadijah became so influenced that two months and twenty five
days after his return from his journey to Shaam, she proposed
marriage to Nabi . Her age was 40 at the time, whilst Nabi 
was only 25. After consulting with his uncle, Nabi  had
accepted the proposal. On the appointed date, Nabi  went to
her with his uncle Abu Taalib, Hadrat Hamza, and other seniors
of the family. She remained in the marriage of Nabi  for a
period of 25 years. During this period Nabi  did not marry
anyone else. Nabi  always remembered her by her noble and
gentle qualities.

SOME GREAT QUALITIES OF NABI  BEFORE
NABUWWAT
Nabi  was honest, honoured his commitments and was kind
and soft in his dealings. Therefore friends and enemies all
trusted him and knew that he was truthful!
Business is the best occupation to earn one's livelihood! More
than professions, Muslims should give preference to business
and thereafter to farming! The businessman really rules the
country, politicians do what the businessmen wants from them,
and the farmer feeds the nation.
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HALFUL FUDHUL
Makkah Sharif was plagued by crime, oppression, evil in every
form! A few youngsters got together to revive an old pledge to
guarantee safety and protection to all, to halt all types of
oppression. Nabi e Kariem  joined this group.

MAINTENANCE OF THE KA’BAH SHARIF
The Ka’bah Sharif required maintenance as the walls were
cracking. All the tribes of the Quraish desired to have a share in
the maintenance of the Ka’bah Sharif which was very dear and
honourable in their eyes, so every tribe was given a section to
build. When it came to placing the Hajr e Aswad on its place an
argument started which lasted for 4 days and fear of war was
imminent. An elderly man managed to please all on this matter,
that whoever comes first tomorrow morning into the Haram
must decide the matter. Allahu Akbar! The first person who
enters the Haram is Nabi ! All of them exclaim, “The Trust
Worthy has come!” We are all happy on his decision! Nabi 
came as a mercy to the entire universe and did not want this
honour for himself alone! Nabi  decides that the Hajar e
Aswad be placed on a cloth and the leader of each tribe then
hold the cloth, raise the stone to its position, and finally Nabi 
places it into position!

THE FIRST REVELATION - NABUWWAT!
The natural instinct within Nabi  led him to the Cave of Hira
for meditation for long periods on end. At the age of 40 years
and 1 day, on the 18th of Ramadhaan on the day of Jumuah,
Jibraeel  brings down revelation from Allah . Jibraeel 
enters the cave greets Nabi  with Salaam and says, “Recite.”
He replied, “I am not a reciter.” The angel embraced and
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squeezed Nabi  tightly. Then for the second and third time
Jibraeel  said, “Recite!” and the same reply was given, each
time Jibraeel held Nabi  and squeezed him tightly. On the
third time he said,

ك الَّ اذي َخلَ َق
َ اقْ َرأْ اِب ْس ام َربا

Read in the name of your Rabb, Who created (everything)

ا
نسا َن ام ْن عَلَق
َ َخلَ َق ْاْل

Who created man from a clot of blood

ك ْاْلَ ْكَرم
َ ُّاقْ َرأْ َوَرب

Read and your Rabb is most Magnanimous

الَّ اذي َعلَّ َم اِبلْ َقلَام

Who taught by the pen

َّ ا
نسا َن َما ََلْ يَ ْعلَ ْم
َ َعل َم ْاْل

He taught man what he did not know
Rasululullah  who did not know how to read or write was
taught such speech which is the key to all knowledge. This
speech is from the Creator and Controller of the entire universe,
it starts with the beginning of the creation of man and the
importance of knowledge. Then Jibraeel  took Nabi  to the
foot of the mountain, made Wudhu in front of Nabi , and
thereafter Nabi  made wudhu and both performed Salaah
with Jibraeel  as the Imaam.
After this Nabi  returned home perturbed, shivering and
shaking. He told Hadrat Khadijah  to wrap him in a cloth.
When he had settled down, he explained the entire incident to
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Hadrat Khadijah  and said, “I feared that I would have lost my
life.”This was the effect of the Anwaaraat of the angel and the
greatness of revelation that came upon Nabi suddenly.
Hadrat Khadijah consoled and comforted him, by telling him
that no harm will come to him and reminded him of all the good
work he was doing! To console him further she took him to her
cousin, Warqa bin Noufal. He informed Nabi  that it is the
same angel that came to Moosa  and confirmed that he is the
Nabi of Allah , but his people will not accept him, in fact they
will harm him and turn him out of his home town!

THE FIRST MUSLIMS
The mission of Nabi  now was to convey the message of Allah
 to the people. Consequently, the first people to accept the
message was, amongst the women, Hadrat Khadijah , the
wife of Nabi , from amongst the children, Hadrat Ali , from
amongst the men, Hadrat Abu Bakr . They made effort,
whereby, others also entered into the fold of Islam.
Hadrat Ali  accepted Islam when he was merely ten years of
age. One day after Nabuwwat, Nabi  was performing Salaah
with Hadrat Khadijah , so he asked, “What is this?” Nabi 
said, “This is the Deen of Allah  which the Ambiya  brought
to the world. I am inviting you towards Allah , worship Him
alone and refute Laat and Uzza (idols of the Kuffar). Hadrat Ali
 said, “This is something new, which we had never heard of
before. I can’t say anything about this religion until I discuss
with my father Abu Talib.” This was difficult for Nabi  as the
secret will now be exposed, so he told Ali , “If you do not
want to accept Islam, then don’t mention this to anyone.”Ali 
kept silent. Hardly a night had passed and Islam was placed into
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the heart of Ali . In the morning he came to Nabi  and said,
“What are you inviting towards?” He said, “Bear witness that
Allah is one, He has no partners, reject Laat and Uzza, hate idol
worship, and disassociate yourself from idol worship.” Hadrat
Ali  accepted Islam. He concealed his Islam from his father for
a period of one year.

THE FIRST SERMON
After 3 years Allah  commanded Nabi  to invite his family
people to Islam. Nabi  climbed onto the mount Safa and
called all the people of Makkah. Nabi  asked them if they
would believe what he was going to tell them? They all said that
they would, for they never heard a lie from him. He told them
each one has to die, and if they did not believe in Allah  then
severe punishments await him in the hereafter! Hearing this, all
became angry and walked away, amongst them was his paternal
uncle Abu Lahab also who proved to be a severe enemy of Nabi
 and Islam.
Gradually the number of Muslims started increasing. When they
had reached 40, Nabi  went to the Ka’bah and delivered a
sermon there. As soon as they heard, they started attacking
Nabi . Hadrat Harith bin Abu Hala came rushing to the aid of
Nabi . They now directed all their venom towards him and
made him Shaheed. This was the first Shahadat (martyrdom) in
Islam.

CONTINUOUS SERMONS
Nabi  now started making bayaan (inviting towards the
oneness of Allah ) everywhere, on every occasion, any
gathering, ally, etc. He would tell the people that Allah is One,
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worship only Him, don't kill your daughters, distance yourselves
from all evil, keep your bodies clean, remove dirt from your
clothing, don't be vile in speech and don't lie, don't deceive
anyone in business, etc., fulfill your promises, belief that the
skies and earth, the sun and the moon, the angels and the
messengers, all have been created by Allah! All are in need of
Him. He, Alone cures the ill, accepts duas, fulfills the needs of
people! Without His command and wish nothing can happen!

MASHWERA OF THE QURAISH TO PREVENT THE
SPREAD OF ISLAM
When the Quraish saw that Islam is spreading rapidly, they
decided to gather by Walid ibn Mugheera as he was aged. They
said, “The season of Haj has drawn quite close and the
movements of Nabi  have become widespread. People that
will come from far and wide will enquire about Nabi ,
therefore we should all have a unified opinion about Nabi .
There should be absolutely no difference amongst us in regards
to this matter. They said, “O Abdush Shamsh (title of Walid),
you provide us with an opinion which we will all hold onto.”
Walid said, “You may give your opinions and I will listen, finally I
will express my view in the matter.” The people said, “He is a
soothsayer.” Walid said, “You are wrong in what you are saying.
He is not a soothsayer; I have personally come across
experienced soothsayers. His speech is not of a soothsayer nor
is there any sign of a soothsayer in him.” The people said, “He is
insane.” Walid said, “He is not insane, I am fully aware of the
reality of insanity and there is no sign of insanity in him.” The
people said, “He is a poet.” Walid replied, “I am a poet myself
and am fully aware of the various forms of poetry, but his
speech has no relation with poetry. The people said, “He is a
black magician.” Walid replied, “He is not a magician, he cannot
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even blow like the magicians nor tie any knots like the
magicians.” They eventually said, “What is it then, O Abdush
Shams?” He replied, “By Allah! There is a strange type of
sweetness in his speech, he has a strange type of brightness on
him, his words have such a root that is strong and the branches
(of his tree) are full of fruit. Whatever you people have said
regarding him is false, but my opinion is that it will be most
appropriate to label him as a magician, and his words appear to
be magic, which have caused separation between husband and
wife, father and son, between brothers, which is the effect of
magic. During the season of Haj these announcements were
being made but it caused no harm to Islam, rather people were
more informed and made aware of Nabi .

THE ENMITY OF THE QURAISH
Hadrat Bilal  was a slave, when he became a Muslim, a rope
was put around his neck and he was handed over to youngsters
who use to drag him on the mountain sides, he was made to lie
on hot sand; extremely hot rocks use to be placed on his chest
and he use to be beaten. He was left to sit in the hot sun and
kept hungry. He tolerated all these hardships and kept on
exclaiming 'Ahad, Ahad' Allah is One, Allah is One! Finally Hadrat
Abu Bakr  bought him and set him free.
Khabbaab bin Harith  was the 7th person to accept Islam. The
Quraish started persecuting him in different ways. They burnt
coal and made him lie on burning coal whilst one person would
place his foot on him so that he may not change sides.
Hadrat Ammaar, his father Yasir  and mother Sumayyah  all
accepted Islam. Abu Jahal used to beat them up and subjected
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them to various forms of difficulties, and finally killed Ammaar’s
mother with a spear.
A rope used to be tied to the legs of Aflah  and he would be
dragged on rocky ground.
When Hadrat Uthman bin Affaan  became a Muslim, his uncle
wrapped him in a straw mat and smoked him from the bottom.
Mus’ab Ibn Umair  was from a wealthy family, he was
expelled from home just because he became a Muslim.
Zanierah  was a slave girl of the family of Hadrat Umar .
Just because she accepted Islam, Hadrat Umar  (who was not
a Muslim at that time) caused her a lot of trouble. Abu Jahal hit
her so much that she lost her eyes.
Lina  was also a slave girl of the family of Hadrat Umar  who
became a Muslim. Hadrat Umar  used to beat her up terribly.
He used to get tired beating her up and say, “Let me get my
breath back and I will carry on beating you.”
Why were these friends of our Nabi  being beaten up? Just
because they believed in the oneness of Allah! and did not
associate any partner to Him! They loved Islam the most and
the love of Nabie-e- Kariem  was entrenched in their hearts,
therefore they tolerated all these hardships but would not
forsake Islam!

THE MIGRATION TO ABYSSINIA.
The tortures and persecutions of the Quraish were unlimited.
On one occasion Hadrat Abdullah ibn Mas'ood  declared, “I
would go and recite Quraan in the Haram.” His friends
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discouraged him, but he was determined. He started reciting
Surah Rahmaan, people came down on him from all sides,
hitting and smiting him from all sides, but he carried on reciting!
When the hardships of the MUSLIMS reached this proportion,
that they were not free to worship one Allah freely then Nabi e
Kariem  permitted them to leave Makkah. He told the
Sahaaba, “Go to some place which is the land of Allah  and
Allah  will bring you together again. The Sahaaba enquired,
“Where should we go?” He indicated towards Abyssinia with his
finger. There were 11 men and 4 women who migrated in the
month of Rajab 5th year of Nabuwwat. Thereafter, a further 83
men and 18 women also made Hijrat to Abyssinia.
These people lived peacefully there but the Quraish could not
tolerate this. Consequently they sent a delegation to the King of
Habsh, whose name was Najaashi, with expensive gifts. They
gained entry to him and said, “A few insane, foolish people have
left the religion of their forefathers and taken refuge in your
country, return our criminals to us.” The courtiers also agreed
with them, Najaashi called the Muslims and questioned them,
Which religion have you invented which is different from the
Christians (he himself was a Christian) and other people? The
Kuffar wanted the Sahaaba to be handed over to them without
any form of questioning. Hadrat Jaafer  was chosen to reply
on behalf of the Muslims, who was the cousin of our Nabi 
and the brother of Hadrat Ali RA. He said, “There was no sign of
humanity or loyalty in us, we never cared for the neighbours;
there was no law, under these conditions Allah  sent a pious
person to us, whose character of truthfulness, honesty and
purity was well known to us. He informed us that Allah  is
One, He has no partner, He has no faults, he taught us to be
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truthful, to fulfill promises, stay away from sins, stay away from
evil habits, perform Salaah, give charity, fast, our people
became upset on these talks and we were subjected to terrible
persecutions, becoming helpless we came to seek asylum in
your country. Hearing this, the King requested them to recite
the Quraan Sharif. Hadrat Jaafer  recited from Surah Mariam,
the king and his courtiers started crying and his beard became
wet. After listening to the recitation Najaashi said, “This speech
and the speech of Essa  has come from the same lamp.
Muhammad  is that same Nabi which Isa  informed us
about. I'm thankful to Allah that I am living in his era. The king
expelled the Quraish delegation and returned their presents.
The ambassador from the side of the Kuffar Amr bin Aas went
to Najashi the next day and said, “O King! These people speak ill
in regards to Essa .” Najashi summoned the Sahaaba to his
court. When they reached the court of Najashi, he asked, “What
do you say regarding Essa ?” Hadrat Jaafer  said, “We say
that which our Nabi  has said.” That he is the servant and
messenger of Allah, the special Rooh (spirit) of Allah, and the
special Kalimah (word) of Allah . Najashi picked up a straw of
grass from the ground and said, “By Allah! Essa  is not any
more than that by this straw of grass.” The courtiers were
upset, but Najashi paid no attention to them and said, “No
matter how upset you may be, what they have said is the
reality.” He told the Muslims to live in peace.

GREED AND THE QURAISH
When the Quraish failed in Abyssinia, they now thought of
bribing the Muslims. For this they sent Utbah to Nabi , who
said, “My nephew, Muhammad, if by this mission of yours you
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wish to become rich, we will present to you so much wealth
that instantly you will be a rich man; if you desire honour we
will accept you as our leader, if you want government we will
make you the king of all the Arabs. Whatever you wish we are
prepared to do. The only condition is that you give up this
mission of yours. If you are mentally deranged, tell us, we will
arrange treatment.” Nabi  said, “All that you have said is
incorrect! I don't have any desire for honour, wealth,
government or leadership. My head and brains are also in order.
I will recite a portion of the Quraan to you and then you will
know who I am.”
Utbah listened silently and became totally besides himself. He
returned to the Quraish and said, “Don't tell Muhammad
anything, let him carry on with whatever he is doing! When
bribing did not avail them, they came to Nabi 's uncle Abu
Talib and said, “We have considered you quite a bit, your
nephew speaks ill of these idols which our forefathers have
been worshipping all along. We cannot tolerate this anymore,
please advice him to refrain from doing so, otherwise we will kill
him and you will not be able to harm us in the least bit.” Abu
Talib saw that the whole country has turned against his nephew.
He spoke to Nabi  with a great deal of compassion, with his
heart filled with love. Our Rasul  replied, “If these people
place the sun in my right hand and the moon in my left hand,
then too I will not give up this mission! I will not increase or
decrease in the words of Allah even one iota! I am prepared to
die for this course.” Tears started flowing from the eyes of Nabi
 and he started walking away. Abu Talib immediately called
him back and said, “O my nephew, go and do whatever your
heart desires! My support is with you forever!”
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HAMZA  AND UMAR 
Our Nabi  was sitting on Mount Safa, Abu Jahl also happened
to come there. He started swearing Nabi , but Nabi  kept
silent. Then he struck Nabi  on the head which caused it to
bleed. Hadrat Hamza , the uncle of Rasulullah , came to
know of this and on account of family ties hit a bow so hard on
the head of Abu Jahal that he was wounded. Then he came to
Nabi  and said, “Be pleased, I have taken revenge on your
behalf.” Nabi  said, “I do not become pleased on such things, I
will become happy when you become a Muslim, hearing this
Hadrat Hamzah  immediately accepted Islam!
Umar’s acceptance to Islam was actually the outcome of the
Dua of Nabi . He made dua, “O Allah, honour either Abu Jahl
or Umar with Islam, whoever is more beloved to You.” Nabi 
was informed via Wahi that Abu Jahl will not accept Islam, then
Nabi  made Dua particularly for Umar . After 3 days Hadrat
Umar  became a Muslim!
Abu Jahl had announced that if anyone kills Nabi , he will
receive a hundred camels. Umar says, “I directly enquired from
Abu Jahl, is this correct that you have taken the responsibility of
gifting 100 camels to the killer of Nabi ?” Abu Jahl replied in
the affirmative. Umar takes his sword and sets off to fulfill this
mission. On the way he passed by some people that were
intending to slaughter a calf so he decided to watch. Suddenly,
he hears someone calling from the stomach of the calf, “O
family of Zareeh, there is only one means of success. A man is
calling out in eloquent words that testify, there is no other diety
except Allah and Muhamamd  is the messenger of Allah.”
Umar  says, “Hearing this the thought crossed my heart that I
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am being addressed.” However, Umar didn’t pay any attention
and proceeded to fulfill his mission. After proceeding further, he
met Nuaim ibn Abdullah Nuhhaam who asked, “Where are you
off to this afternoon, O Umar?” Umar said, “I intend killing Nabi
Muhammad .”He said, “How will you save yourself from Banu
Hashim and Banu Zuhra if you kill Nabi Muhammad ?” Umar
replied, “It seems as though you have also turned away from
the Deen of your forefathers.” Nuaim said, “Why are you telling
me whereas your sister and brother in law both have become
Muslims.” He went straight to his sister's house and beat them
up. His sister said, “Listen to the kitaab which we have brought
Imaan upon, if you don't like it, then you may do whatever you
want to, thereafter.
At this time Hadrat Khabbab  was present but hid away when
Hadrat Umar  entered. He recited a chapter from Surah
Taa’Haa. Listening to this Hadrat Umar  began crying
profusely!
Hadrat Khabbaab  took Umar  to Darul Arqam where Nabi
 and Sahaaba had gathered. The door was closed; he knocked
on the door and requested permission to enter. No one had the
courage to open the door as Umar  was at the door. Hadrat
Hamza  said, “Open the door and let him in. If Allah  has
intended good for Umar then he will grant him Hidaayat, he will
accept Islam and follow the Rasul of Allah, and if this is not the
case, you will still be protected from his evil as killing Umar is
not difficult for me, by the praise of Allah.” Nabi  had given
permission for the door to be opened. The moment the door
was opened two Sahaaba held Umar  on both his sides and
made him stand before Nabi  who said, “Leave him.” Then
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Nabi  pulled the Kurta of Umar towards him and said, “O son
of Khattaab, bring Imaan”, and then made Dua, “O Allah, guide
him.”Finally the person that went out to assassinate Rasulullah
 became his most loyal supporter! He became famously
known by the name of Farouq e Aazam!

EXILED FROM THE COMMUNITY
Now that Hadrat Hamza and Hadrat Umar have both entered
Islam, the strength of the Kuffaar had weakened, whilst the
number of Muslims had increased daily. When the enemy saw
that they cannot stop Nabi in any way from propagating the
Dien of Islam and they were not successful in their plans to
harm the Muslims, they decided to boycott his entire family.
They wrote a contract that “all relationships must be cut off
with Nabi , Banu Hashim and all their supporters. They must
not be allowed to walk around in town, nor is anyone allowed to
sell anything to them, no one is allowed to marry in their
families, until and unless the Bani Hashim hand Nabi  over to
us to be killed!” This agreement was hung on the Baitullah.
Mansoor ibn Ikrama had written this oppressive agreement and
was punished immediately from Allah , his fingers were
paralyzed and was never able to write again. Nabi  and his
family becoming helpless secluded themselves in the valley of
Abu Taalib. They stayed here for 3 years. As a result of the
boycott their children screamed loudly due to hunger that their
screams were heard outside the valley. When they did not have
food to eat they ate the leaves of trees. The hard hearted
Kuffaar used to hear these cries and become pleased but those
that had some mercy in their hearts were unable to tolerate it
and would say, “Don’t you see what calamity had befallen
Mansoor ibn Ikrama.”
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Hadharat Sa'ad bin Abi Waaqaas  says, “I found a piece of
leather, I washed it in water, roasted it on the fire and mixed it
with water and ate it! Inspite of these difficulties Nabi  did
not give up his mission of tabligh! During the season of Haj Nabi
 used to come out of the valley and invite people to Islam!
Abu Lahab would follow Nabi  all the time and say to the
people, 'O people! He is a mad man, don't listen to him,
whoever will listen to him will be destroyed!’ Finally, white ants
ate up that agreement, then Nabi  was relieved of this ordeal
and immediately carried on with his mission!
A few days after the boycott had ended, in the month of
Shawwal or Ramdaan in the 10th year of Nabuwwat, Abu Taalib,
the father of Hadrat Ali  passed away. He had served as a
pillar of support throughout the life of Nabi .
Approximately 3 or 5 days later, Hadrat Khadijah  the wife of
Nabi  also passed away. She was the first one to accept Islam
and had sacrificed all her wealth for Islam. Nabi  was
extremely sad on their demise, therefore the 10th year of
Nabuwwat was known as the year of sorrow. Now the field was
completely clear for the enemies to harm Nabi . One person
threw mud on Nabi . Nabi ’s daughter washed his
honourable head and cried. Nabi  said, “My beloved daughter
why are you crying?” Allah  Himself will protect your father!

THE JOURNEY TO TAIF
Though Nabi  had no outward support, at the end of Shawwal
in the 10th year of Nabuwwat he proceeded to Taif to invite the
people there to Islam, with the hope that they will accept the
Hidaayat of Allah . Hadrat Zaid bin Haritha  accompanied
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Nabi  on this journey. On the way, whichever tribe they met,
they invited them to Islam. The leaders of Taif, however, did not
listen to Nabi 's tableegh at all rather they were very harsh
and said, “For the message of Allah , did Allah  not find
anyone else?” When Nabi  was returning they put their slaves
and evil people after Nabi . They stoned Nabi  to such an
extent that he was soaked in blood! The blood flowed into the
shoes, which became difficult to be removed for wudhu! Zaid
bin Haritha  would attempt to take the stoning upon himself
rather than Rasulullah . As a result, the head of Zaid  was
wounded. On one occasion, inviting to Islam Nabi  was
attacked so much that he became unconscious! Hadrat Zaid 
carried Nabi  on his back to a place outside the town,
splashed water

on Nabi

, by

which he

regained

consciousness!
Nabi  tolerated all this just to convey the message of Allah 
to them! People always harmed the pious servants of Allah ,
but they did not care about these difficulties! In fact, these
difficulties made them stronger! Hadhrat Ibrahim  was
thrown into a fire! Firown tried to assassinate Moosa ! Yusuf
 was thrown into the well by his brothers! The Jews harmed
Isa  in different, different ways! These men never gave up on
their mission! Till death they fulfilled their duties.
When Nabi  left the town of Taif, he rested in an orchard just
outside the town. The same Utbah and Shaibah whose hearts
were harder than rock took pity and called Addaas, gave him
some grapes in a tray and told him to present it to Nabi  and
tell him to partake of it. Addaas placed the tray before Nabi ,
who recited ‘Bismillah’ and started eating. Addaas said, “By
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Allah, there isn’t a single person in this town that will utter
these words.” Nabi  asked him, “Which town do you come
from and what religion do you follow?” Addaas said, “I come
from Neenwaa and follow the Christian faith.” Nabi  said,
“Are you from the same Neenwaa where the pious servant
Yunus bin Matta has resided.” Addaas asked, “How do you know
of Yunus bin Matta?”
Nabi  said, “He was my brother, a Nabi of Allah and I am also
a Nabi.” Addaas then kissed Nabi ’s forehead, hands, feet, and
said, “I bear witness that you are the servant of Allah and His
Rasul.” When he returned, Utbah and Shaibah asked, “Why
were you kissing his hands and feet. He shouldn’t turn you away
from your Deen. Your Deen is superior to his.”
Hakim Bin Hizaam  narrates, “When Utbah and Shaibah were
preparing to go and fight the battle of Badr, Addaas held the
feet of Utbah and Shaibah and said, “By Allah, he is the Rasul of
Allah, these people are being pulled to their place of death (i.e.
they will lose their lives on the battlefield fighting against Nabi
.)

ME’RAAJ
These difficulties raise the position of the Ambiya . The
Quraish and the enemies were pleased by injuring and hurting
Rasulullah , but Allah  was raising his position!
Consequently on the 27th of Rajab, the 10th year of Nabuwat,
Allah  blessed Nabi  with Meraaj- the heavenly ascension to
Allah ! Hadrat Jibraeel  firstly took Nabi  to the Haram
Sharif, where his heart was washed with the water of Zam Zam,
then he proceeded to Baitul Muqaddas where he made
Imaamat for all the Ambiyaa  (led all the Ambiya in Salaah),
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then traversed all the skies where he met all the various Ambiya
, he had seen the conditions of Jannat and Jahannam and its
occupants. The gift of the 5 daily Salaah was granted on this
night! Thereafter Nabi  returned home. All this happened
physically in just a part of the Night!

TOFAIL BIN AMAR DOUSIE 
The leader of the tribe of Dous, TOFAIL who was a poet and
intelligent person came as a visitor to Makkah Sharif. The
people of Makkah welcomed him outside the town, respected
and honoured him and said, 'A sorcerer has been born here, be
on your guard with regards to him, he causes division amongst
families and has caused great friction amongst us. We do not
want your tribe also to be broken apart. We advice you not to
go near him, don't listen to him, nor speak to him!
Tofail was influenced by their talks. Whenever he went to the
Haram, he would close his ears with cotton wool. He narrates,
'One day I went to the Haram very early and saw Nabi 
performing Salaah and was reciting something beautiful. I
reprimanded myself saying, “You are a poet that is able to
differentiate between good and bad. Why should you not listen
to this talk? If it's good you may accept it, otherwise reject it!”
He says, “When Nabi  finished his Salaah and was returning
home, I accompanied him and explained to him what happened.
I requested him to say something.” Nabi  started reciting
Quraan Sharif. He says, “By Allah I never heard such pure
speech which encourages so much of good and justice!” When
the Quraish came to know that Tofail has become Muslim, they
were very disheartened.
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'THAT NABI'
Ten years had passed inviting people to Islam in Makkah Sharif.
In the 11th year of Nabuwwat Nabi  met some people just
outside Makkah Sharif, he explained to them the greatness of
Allah , made them understand the wrong in associating
partners to Allah  and forbade them from evil. These people
were from Madinah Sharif and heard the Jews saying that soon
the final Nabi is going to appear. They immediately brought
Imaan and returned home and informed all the people that
'That Nabi' who we all were awaiting has arrived! The next year
11 people came from Madinah who also pledged themselves to
Nabi  and said, “We will make the Ibaadat of only One Allah
and will not associate any partners to him, we will not steal, nor
commit any evil, we will not kill our daughters, we will not carry
tales nor falsely accuse anyone, in all good we will follow our
Nabi . When they were returning Nabi  send Hadrat Mus'ab
Ibn Umair  who was from a very affluent family with them to
teach them, whenever he would travel, slaves would escort him
him and he wore very expensive clothing. But when he went to
Madinah Sharif to spread Islam, he only had a piece of a blanket
on his back, which he had fastened with thorns to hold it
together!

THE CENTRE OF ISLAM
Hadrat Mus'ab Ibn Umair  was hosted by a very influential
person in Madinah, Hadrat Sa'd bin Zurarah . Daily he visited
the houses of the Ansaar and invited them to Islam, the result of
which was Islam spread in all the clans of the Ansaar! The
following year 72 men and 2 women came to Makkah to invite
Nabi  to Madinah. Nabi  asked them, “Will you people fully
support me in spreading this true Dien? When I come to
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Madinah, will you support and protect my companions as you
would protect your own family?” They asked, “What reward will
we get?” Nabi  replied, “Jannat and the pleasure of Allah!”
They also begged Rasulullah  to never leave them. Nabi 
said, “My living and dying will be with you people, your blood is
my blood, you are mine and I'm yours!”
On hearing this, each one’s heart was filled with the love of
Allah  and His Rasul , they then pledged allegiance to Rasul
! After this, whoever accepted Islam was sent to Madinah as
the centre of Islam was established there, a Jamaat was
established to protect the Muslims!

HADRAT SUHAIB RUMI 
It was not easy for the Muslims to leave Makkah and migrate to
Madinah Sharif. When Hadrat Suhaib Rumi  was leaving, the
people gathered around him and told him, “When you came to
Makkah you were poor, you had no material possessions! You
became rich here, you wish to leave now with all your wealth,
we will never allow this! He asked, “If I leave all my wealth here,
will you allow me to go?” They replied, “We will allow you to
leave if you are prepared to leave behind your wealth.” Hadrat
Suhaib  handed everything over to them and proceeded to
Madinatul Munawwarah! When Nabi  came to know of this,
he said, Suhaib has made a great profit!

UMME SALMAH 
Hadrat Umme Salmah, her husband and child were migrating to
Madinah. The family of Umme Salmah  stopped them and
said, “Abu Salmah you can go, but you cannot take our daughter
with you!” The family of Abu Salmah  came and snatched the
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child. The whole family was separated and Abu Salma went
alone to Madinah!

A PLAN TO ASSASSINATE NABI 
With the Muslims migrating to Madinatul Munawwarah and the
number of Muslims dwindling in Makkah Sharif, the Quraish
thought that they might gain power in Madinah and then attack
and overpower Makkah. The leaders of the Quraish had
gathered in Darun Nadwa and thought of a secret plan to
assassinate Nabi e Kariem , and thought that this was the
ideal occasion to annihilate Islam for once and for all!. Iblees the
accursed attends the meeting in the form of an elderly person.
He stood at the door, the people asked, “Who are you?” He
replied, “I am a Sheikh of Najd, I want to listen to your
discussion and if possible, I would like to contribute by offering
my suggestions.” He was permitted to enter and the discussions
commenced. Someone said that Nabi  must be locked up in a
secured cage. The Sheikh of Najd replied, “This is not a good
opinion as his companions will break loose on you and get him
freed if they come to know of this.” Another said, “He should be
exiled.” The sheikh said, “This is also an incorrect opinion. Don’t
you know of his sweet tongue and the effect he has on the
hearts of people. If you exile him, he will work in another
locality where people will bring Imaan. They will all unite and
attack us. Everyone's plans were rejected and finally Abu Jahal's
opinion was accepted. His plan was that one youngster from
each clan of the Quraish be chosen, and when Nabi  emerges
from his house for Fajr Salaah, all will attack him simultaneously
and make mince out of him. In this way no single person or clan
will be held responsible and Nabi 's clan will not be able to
take revenge from all, and we will have to settle the blood
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money. This, we will pay and the entire problem will be
eliminated.
Allah  informed Nabi  of this plan.

THE MIGRATION OF NABI 
Allah  informed Nabi  of this meeting of theirs and ordered
Nabi  to make Hijrat to Madinatul Munawwarah. Hadrat Aisha
 narrates that Nabi  went to the home of Abu Bakr  in the
mid-afternoon and said, “I have been permitted to make Hijrat.”
Abu Bakr  said, “O Rasul of Allah, may my parents be
sacrificed upon you, will this low servant be afforded the
honour to travel with you?” Nabi  replied, “Yes!” Hearing this
answer, Abu Bakr  began crying. He had prepared two camels
for the journey and said, “O Rasul of Allah , you may take
whichever one you like as a gift from me.” Nabi  said, “I will
not take it without paying the price. The name of the camel was
Qaswaa and according to one narration, Nabi  paid 800
dirhams. This was the occasion of Hijrat which is such a great
Ibaadat that Allah  has mentioned it after Imaan. Therefore
Nabi  wanted to spend his personal wealth.
When the enemy had surrounded the house at night and were
ready to pounce on Nabi  in the morning when he emerges;
Nabi  ordered Hadrat Ali  to sleep in his place, covering him
with his green sheet, and consoled him that no harm will come
to him. Though the Quraish were such great enemies of Nabi ,
they used to keep their Amaanats by him for safe keeping. He
was known amongst all as As-Saadiq (The truthful) and Al-Amien
(The Trustworthy). Nabi  ordered Hadrat Ali to discharge all
those Amaanats and hand them over to the rightful owners.
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Hadrat Ali  says, “The sweetest sleep of my life was that
night's sleep!
Nabi left the home and heard Abu Jahl laughing and saying,
“Muhamamd  thinks that if you follow him, he will be the
leader of the Arabs and non-Arabs, and after death you will be
granted Jannat, and if you do not bring Imaan then you will be
killed by his followers and enter Jahannam in the hereafter.
Nabi  took a hand full of sand and said, “Yes, I do say that and
you are from amongst those that will be killed by my followers
and enter Jahannam after death.” Nabi  recited the beginning
verses of Surah Yasien until the verse that ends with the words
‘Fahum laa yubsiroon’ and then threw the sand in their
direction towards their heads. Allah  caused them to become
blind and Nabi  left, in the protection of Allah , and the
enemy did not see him at all! This incident took place on the 27
Safr 13 Hijri (13 September 633) on Thursday.
Nabi , in the darkness of the night, went to his friend Hadrat
Abu Bakr 's house and from there they headed for the cave of
Thowr. When Nabi  left Makkah, he stood on a little hill,
casted a glance at Makkah and said, “By Allah, you are the best
land of Allah, and the most beloved land to Allah. If I was not
driven out, I would have never left Makkah.” They concealed
themselves in the cave of Thowr for 3 nights. Asma  the
daughter of Abu Bakr  had prepared breakfast and tied the
lunch container with her belt or girdle instead of using a string
due to hastening. Abdullah the son of Abu Bakr  used to
remain in Makkah during the day and inform them of the plots
of the Quraish in the evening. Aamir bin Fuhairah the freed
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slave of Abu Bakr  used to graze the goats, and at the time of
Esha he would bring milk for Abu Bakr .
When the Mushrikeen reached the mouth of the cave in search
of Nabi , the gaze of Abu Bakr  fell on them from inside the
cave. He started crying and said, “O Rasulullah, if I am killed
then only one person has been destroyed, if you are killed the
entire Ummat will be destroyed. At this juncture, Nabi 
consoled Abu Bakr  saying, “Do not grieve, verily Allah  is
with us.”
2 camels came from the house of Hadrat Abu Bakr , on which
they made their journey on the morning of Monday, the 1st of
Rabiul Awwal 13 Hijri (16 September) and arrived in Quba on 8
Rabiul Awwal 13 Hijri (23 September) on Monday. Nabi 
stayed here for 3 days and built a Masjid here. On the 12th of
Rabiul Awwal, the 1st year of Hijri, Nabi  departed for
Madinah Munawwarah. On the way he had reached the locality
of Bani Saalim at the time of Jumuah where he performed
Jumuah Salaah with a 100 people in the neighbourhood of Bani
Saalim. This was his first Khutba and Salaatul Jumuah.
When Nabi  departed from Makkah, the Kuffar offered a
reward of 100 camels for anyone that could kill or capture Nabi
. Suraaqa bin Maalik was informed by a particular person that
a few people are travelling along the coast and it could possibly
be Nabi  and his companions. Suraaqa bin Maalik says, “I was
convinced that it is Nabi  but I made an excuse saying that it is
not Nabie  as I didn’t want anyone to get the reward offered
by the Quraish.” He got ready with his horse and spear and left
in search of Nabi  riding very fast. When Suraaqa reached
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close to Nabi , Abu Bakr  saw him and restlessly said, “O
Rasulullah , we have been caught. This man has come in
search of us.” Nabi  said, “Do not grieve, verily Allah  is with
us.” Nabi  then cursed Suraaqa due to which the horse of
Suraaqa sunk into the ground up to its knees. Suraaqa called
out, “I am certain that this is the outcome of the curse of you
two, the two of you should make Dua to Allah  for me. By
Allah, I promise that I will turn away every person that is in
search of you.” Nabi  made Dua and the horse was released
immediately. Suraaqa says that he understood at that time that
Allah  will grant victory to Nabi . He then informed Nabi 
of the reward that the Quraish of Makkah have offered, and
offered provisions to Nabi  but he rejected it. He said, “Don’t
inform anyone about our whereabouts.”
Similarly Buraida Aslami together with 70 people was also in
search of Nabi  so that they receive the reward of 100 camels.
Instead of capturing Nabi , all of them had accepted Islam.
On the way to Madinah Munawwarah, they passed by the tent
of Umme Maa’bad. She was a respected and hospitable woman.
She used to sit in the inner portion of the tent. They approached
her to purchase some dates and meat, but she had nothing to
sell. When the gaze of Nabi  fell on the tent he spotted a goat
on one end of the tent. Nabi  asked, “What kind of a goat is
this?” Umme Maa’bad said, “This is a very weak and lean goat
as a result of which it was unable to go and graze in the jungle.”
Nabi  asked, “Is there any milk in her?” Umme Maa’bad
replied, “Where will milk come from?” Nabi  asked, “Can I
milk this goat?” She said, “May my parents be sacrificed upon
you, if there is any milk then you may milk her.” Nabi  recited
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Bismillah and placed his blessed hands on its udders, the udders
of the goat immediately filled with milk and Nabi  began
milking the goat to such an extent that he filled a massive
container in which 8-10 people are able to drink. He gave Umme
Maa’bad to drink until she was filled, then he gave the
companions to drink and finally Nabi  drank. Nabi  then
milked the goat again until it was filled and gave it to Umme
Maa’bad. He then made her Bay’at and left.
When Nabi  reached Madinatul Munawwarah, all were
waiting in great anticipation, the Ansaar girls were singing songs
of welcome, everyone was jubilant and excited! Everyone
wanted Nabi  to come to their home! Nabi  said in reply,
leave my camel alone, where she will stop that is the place I will
settle in. The camel sat down at the door of the Masjid which
was the residence of Hadrat Ayub Ansaari  where Nabi 
stayed for 7 months. The first thing that Nabi  attended to
was the building of the Masjid. Nabi  joined the Sahaabah 
like an ordinary labourer to build the Masjid! The Masjid was
built with raw bricks, palm stems as columns and the leaves of
Palm for the roof. It had a sand floor which became mud when
it rained. Rooms were built around the Masjid, when they were
ready Nabi  moved there with his wives.

ISLAMIC BROTHERHOOD
The migrants from Makkah Sharif, the Muhaajerien, had no
family or support of anyone in their surroundings, the Ansaar of
Madinatul Munawwarah gave them their full support! Nabi 
paired the Muhaajerien with the Ansaar and thus established
support for them. This brotherhood was such that they were
prepared to sacrifice everything of theirs for their brothers.
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Some of them went to the extent that they divided their total
assets in 2 and told their Muhaajir brother to choose which half
he wanted. Those who had 2 wives told his Muhaajir brother to
choose one, he divorced her, so that his Muhaajir brother could
marry her!

THE FIRST EFFORT FOR PEACE
In the very first year Nabi  made an effort for unity amongst
the Muslims and Jews. Nabi  gathered the Ansaar of Madinah
and the Jews of Makkah and drew up the following conditions
for unity and peace, which both parties agreed to:
1. Muslims and the Jews will be one nation.
2. Both parties will remain on their respective religions. They
will not inconvenience one another.
3. If any one of the 2 is wrongly attacked, the other will come to
their aid.
4. If Madinah is attacked both will jointly repel the attack.
5. When peace is made, both will make peace.
6. Madinah will be an honourable place to both. No one will be
allowed to shed blood in it.
7. Final decisions will be made by Rasulullah .

MAKKAH AND MADINAH
Our Nabi  lived in Makkah Sharif for 13 years after Nabuwat,
the only enemy and opposition he had was the Quraish. Here in
Madinatul Munawwarah, the Jews became the worst enemies,
though they signed the peace treaty indicating that they will
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maintain peace, but they repeatedly deceived the Muslims.
They helped the enemies of the Muslims and left no stone
unturned in trying to destroy Islam.
Another enemy came into existence in the form of the
munafeqien, the hypocrites! They attended prayers and all
programmes but were the snakes in the grass, the enemy from
within and a lot of harm was caused by them!

THE BATTLE OF BADR
The Quraish of Makkah did not let the Muslims live in peace
even in Madinah Sharif. They wrote to the Ansaar of Madinah
that if you people do not assassinate Muhammed  and his
companions we will attack you and annihiliate you all! Our Nabi
 tried very hard to maintain a relationship of peace. They kept
on interfering and eventually 2 years after Hijrat (2nd year of
Hijri) the battle of Badr took place.
The Quraish came with an army of a thousand people and
camped at Badr. Nabi  left from Madinah. Young boys that
intended to participate in the battle were returned. Umair bin
abi Waqqaas was also a young boy, he was also told to return,
he began crying. He was finally given permission. The whole
army consisted of 313 Mujaahedien, they only had 2 horses, 60
camels. The battle took place on the 27th of Ramadhaan, on
Friday. The Muslims gained victory. The Muslims had no military
means to fight but were granted victory through the mercy of
Allah , they had received reinforcement from the unseen as a
result of which they had crushed the Kuffaar. This is the reason
this day is referred to as “Yaumul Furqaan” in the Quraan (the
day when a distinction was made between truth and falsehood.)
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The big leaders of the enemy were killed, while others were
taken as prisoners of war. These were those who always
harmed Nabi  in Makkah Mukarramah. If our Nabi  had
wished, he could have them all killed, and as a result the fear of
the Muslims would have been instilled in the enemy. But, Nabi
 was sent as a Mercy to the whole world, therefore after
taking a penalty from them set them free. Those that did not
have clothes, were clothed. Those that were literate amongst
the Kuffaar were required to teach the children of the Ansaar.

ADHAAN
Two Salaah’s were obligatory from the time of Nabuwwat (i.e.
Fajr and Asr). On the occasion of Hijrat the five Salaah were
made compulsory. Besides Maghrib, the remaining Salaah were
two Rakaats. After Hijrat, Salaah during Safr remained as two
Rakaats, but Zuhr, Asr and Esha were increased to four Rakaats.
Till now there was no way by which the Namaazies could be
gathered in the Masjid. When the time of Salaah would
approach the Sahaaba would gather for Salaah therefore Nabi
 felt that there is a need by which people may be informed of
Salaah so that the entire locality may gather at once with ease
for Salaah. Nabi  made Mashura with the Sahaabah . There
were different views given such as blowing the bugle, beating
the drums, etc. In adopting these practices one would be
resembling the Jews and Christians thus Nabi  disliked it and
disapproved of it. Another view was that a fire be lit, but this
resembled the fire worshippers so Nabi  disapproved of it as
well. Finally Nabi  accepted the view of Hadrat Umar  which
was to call out the Adhaan and ordered Hadrat Bilaal  to call
out the Adhaan. By the Adhaan all the Muslims will know it's
time for Salaah and on the other side the Da’wat of Islam will be
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given 5 times a day! This happened in the 2nd year of Hijri; in
the same year the command of Zakaat and fasting in
Ramadhaan was also given.

THE BATTLE OF UHAD
There was mourning in every house of the Quraish after the
battle of Badr. Besides this, the Quraish were being destroyed
by shame and regret that a handful of weak Muslims had utterly
defeated such a strong nation and army! The whole of Makkah
was ready to take revenge. Some people approached Abu
Sufyaan saying that Muhammed has destroyed our entire
nation, we have to take revenge from him! We desire that all
the profits accumulated from our businesses be spent for this
purpose. This proposal was accepted and full out preparations
were made, which resulted in another attack on Madinah in the
3 rd year. An army of 5,000 came and camped in Uhad, which is
3 miles to the north of Madinah Sharif. They destroyed all the
crops and occupied all the grazing areas.
When Nabi  received news of this, he made Mashura with all
the Sahaabah . Rasulullah  left on a Friday after Salaah with
an army of 1,000 people. En route, the leader of the
Munaafeqien, Abdullaah Ibn Ubai, returned with 300 of his
followers leaving 700 people in the Muslim army.
Nabi  examined the Mujaahedien. He said to Rafi' bin
Khudaijh, “You are too young to fight and should return, he
stood on his toes and appeared a bit taller, he had succeeded in
his plan and was allowed to partake. Sumra a young boy of the
same age said, “O Rasulullah , in wrestling I'll beat Rafi', if he
is permitted, I must also be permitted, I must also be permitted!
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They were made to wrestle and Sumra beat Rafi', therefore
both attained permission.
The battle took place on the 7th of Shawwal in the 3rd year of
Hijri. 4 teeth of Our Beloved Rasul  were made Shaheed
(martyred), his forehead and sides were wounded, and finally
fell in a ditch. Hadrat Ali  filled water in his shield and Hadrat
Fatima  washed the wounds of Nabi . The blood of the
forehead did not stop flowing. As treatment, a grass mat was
burnt and its ash filled in the sore. 70 Sahaabah lost their lives in
this battle. Hadrat Aaiesha  and Hadrat Umme Sulaim 
brought water bags and gave the wounded to drink!
In this battle the Sahabah , men and women, proved their
great love and sacrifice for Rasulullah !

THE SACRIFICES OF THE SAHAABAH 
The enemy were showering down arrows and Hadrat Talha 
was blocking them with his hands, until the skin of his hands
was completely removed. These oppressors were showering
down arrows while Nabi , the Mercy of the Universe, was
saying these words 'O Allah, forgive my people for they know
not'. The enemy had surrounded Nabi  from all sides. Nabi 
said, “Who is prepared to give his life for me?” Ziyaad Ibn Sakn
came forward with 5 Ansaaris. Each one fought till he gave his
life! Ziyaad got this honour that his body was brought near Nabi
 whilst he was still living, he put his face on the feet of Nabi 
and breathed his last!
Ibn Nadhr ploughed into the enemy and became Shahied! After
the battle, when his body was examined, it comprised of more
than 80 wounds of arrows and spears, etc. Not a single wound
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was on the back of his body! He could not be recognised due to
the numerous wounds! Finally his sister recognised him from his
finger!
An Ansaari lady lost her father, brother and husband in this
battle, who were martyred. She was informed of the martyrdom
of each one of them, but each time, she kept asking, what is the
condition of Rasulullah ? When she was blessed with the
honourable countenance of Rasulullah  she uncontrollably
exclaimed, 'Every hardships is nothing after being blessed with
your noble countenance’!
Hadrat Abu Talha  was a famous arrow shooter. He showered
so many arrows at the enemy that 2 or 3 bows had broken! He
then protected the honourable face of Rasulullah  with his
shield. Sometimes Rasulullah  raised his face to look at the
enemy, he used to exclaim, “Please do not raise your
honourable face, lest an arrow hits you. My chest is here to
protect you!”

HADRAT KHUBAIB 
In the 4th year of Hijri some enemies captured Hadrat Khubaib
 and sold him to the Quraish. They kept him hungry and
thirsty in the house of Harith bin Aamir for many days. One day
the son of Harith came to Hadrat Khubaib  whilst he had a
razor in his hand, he put the child in his lap, and put the razor on
the ground, seeing this the mother screamed, Khubaib  said,
'what do you think, I will kill the child?’ It is not becoming of
Muslims to be disloyal and to deceive! After a few days the
Quraish placed him on the gallows and said to him, “If you give
up Islam we will set you free! He replied 'if Islam does not
remain then what is the use of saving my life?’ The Quraish
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asked, “Do you have any desire?” He said, “I desire to perform 2
Rakaats of Salaah.” They permitted him. He made a proper
Wudhu and performed his Salaah with great concentration and
said, “I desired to perform a longer Salaah, but I did not do so as
you might say that due to the fear of death, I lengthened my
Salaah.” The Quraish hung him on the gallows and started
showering him with arrows from all sides. One hard hearted
enemy plugged at his liver and said, “Now, you must be wishing
that Muhammed  is in your place and you be set free?”
Hadrat Khubaib  immediately replied, “Allah  knows very
well that I do not even wish this much, that for my life to be
saved even a thorn pricks Nabi ! Finally he gave his life for
Islam! He said a few couplets before being put on the gallows,
the last 2 couplets were:
1. By Allah, when I'm giving my life for Islam, I do not care on
which side I fall and in which way I die.
2. If Allah  wishes, he can put barkat in each part of my body!

THE FIRST MISCHIEF OF THE JEWS
Jews were living in Madinatul Munawwarah and used to do deal
in interest. They held all people in ransom by loans they owed
them. Because of the loans, they used to keep their children and
women as pawn items! In greed, just for jewellery of meager
value they use to stone innocent children to death! When Islam
came these evils of their's came to an end and they realised
their evil plans are not going to work against the Ansaar!
Therefore they started their sinister plotting against the
Muslims. It was their habit that when they came to Nabi  then
instead of saying Assalaamualaikum, they used to say as-saamu-
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alaikum, i.e. May death be upon you. Nabi  used to exercise
patience.
Muslims were victorious in the battle of Badr, the Jews thought
that if the Muslims became powerful it will be to our detriment.
On this basis one of the three tribes openly broke the
agreement they had made with Nabi  as soon as he came to
Madinatul Munawwarah.
During this period another incident took place. An Ansaari lady
went to their locality to sell milk. Those mischievous people
made her stalk naked in public. A Muslim could not tolerate this
and killed a Jew. The Jews killed this Muslim, broke their
agreement and got ready to fight. Finally our Rasul  became
helpless and surrounded their houses. Thereafter they were
punished by being exiled from Madinatul Munawwarah, and to
go and live in Khaybar. This happened in the 2nd year of Hijri.
This mischief was caused by the Banu Qainuqah, a tribe of the
Jews.

THE 2nd MISCHIEF
In the 4th of Hijrah, according to the agreement made, Nabi 
went to the clan of Banu Nadhier, which was another Jewish
tribe, to avenge blood. They were bent on mischief from before.
When Nabi  reached there, they made him sit by a wall and
they sent one of their men to drop a stone grinding mill on Nabi
. Allah  informed Nabi  of their plan who immediately got
up from there and walked away. Because of this mischief Banu
Nadhier were ordered to leave Madinatul Munawwarah and go
and live in Khaibar. They broke down their homes and loading
their belongings on camels, they sounded bands and left
Madinatul Munawwarah for Khaibar.
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In the same year Nabi  ordered Zaid bin Thaabit  to learn
the reading and writing of the Hebrew language and said, “I do
not trust the Jews.” Hadrat Zaid  learnt the Hebrew language
in a few days!

THE PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR
It was a common practice amongst the Arabs to consume liquor.
Because of this, every type of evil existed in them. Our Nabi 
is the 1st person to call liquor 'the mother of all vice'! In the 4th
year of Hijri, the command of it being made Haraam came down
from Allah ! Hadrat Anas  says, “We were sitting in the
house of Abu Talha  and I was serving liquor to all. At that
time the announcement was being made in town that liquor has
been declared Haraam! On hearing this, the remaining liquor
was thrown away, and on that day liquor flowed like rain water
on the streets of Madinatul Munawwarah!

THE BATTLE OF KHANDAQ
The Jews having left Madinatul Munawwarah, occupied Khaibar.
They planned with the Quraish to totally annihiliate Muslims
from the surface of the earth. They induced the nearby tribes as
well.
In the 5th year of Hijri they mastered an army of more than
24,000 and came to attack Madinah Sharif. When our Nabi 
came to know of this plan, he made Mashurah with the
Sahaabah  and ordered a trench to be dug around the city for
protection. Inspite of cold winter nights and hunger of 3 days,
all the Sahabah dug the trench working like labourers and
completed it in 20 days. In the city there was still only one clan
of the Jews left by the name of Banu Quraizah. Though they also
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made an agreement with the Muslims, on this occasion they
also deceived the Muslims and joined the enemies.
Our Nabi  now had to face 2 enemies at once and the same
time! Outside the city an army of 24,000 was determined to
annihilate the Muslims and from within the Jews and hypocrites
were causing trouble. The Muslims were only 3,000 in number
and were surrounded from all sides! The siege to the city lasted
for 1 month and it was so severe that three days of hunger
passed on the Muslims! Finally Allah  caused dissention in the
ranks of the enemy. Cold winter nights and gusty tornadoes
made them loose their senses. They lost all hope and courage
and picking up their belongings they completely failed and
retreated.

THE RESULT OF THE BANU QURAIZAH
After the great ordeal Nabi  summoned the Banu Quraizah
and demanded an explanation as to why they broke their
pledge and agreement and aided the enemy? In the battle of
Badr they aided the Quraish with arms and ammunition as well.
Instead of presenting themselves to Nabi , they locked
themselves in a fort and got prepared to fight. When the
Muslims saw that they are ready to fight, they surrounded their
fort in the month of Zhul Hijjah. This lasted for 25 days. Finally
they sent a message to Nabi  that we are prepared to appoint
Sa'ad bin Mu'aazh, the leader of the Ous tribe as an arbitrator
between us, and you should also accept his decision.
Consequently the siege was lifted. The Banu Quraizah left the
fort and the matter was handed over to Sa'ad bin Mu'aazh .
After investigating the matter thoroughly he made the following
judgements: 1) All the men of Banu Quraizah who are fit to fight
must be executed; 2) their women and children be enslaved
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and; 3) the belongings be distributed amongst the Muslims. This
resulted in the end of the Jews in Madinatul Munawwarah!

THE PEACE TREATY OF HUDAIBIYYAH
In the 6th year of Hijri Nabi  saw a dream that Muslims are
entering Masjid e Haraam. According to this, together with
about 1,500 Sahabah, they left for Makkah Sharif in Ihraam.
They took camels with for Qurbaani so that the Quraish do not
doubt any intention of war from their side. But when the
Quraish came to know of their coming, they prepared for war.
In fact some young men left Makkah Sharif for this purpose.
Finally peace talks ensued between Rasulullah  and the
Quraish. One of the leaders of the Quraish, Urwa, came and saw
that the Sahaabah  have so much of respect for Rasulullah 
that they do not even lift their eyes and look at him in the face.
They don't allow the water of his wudhu to fall to the ground,
they immediately take it and rub it on their eyes and faces for
barkat!
The representative of the Quraish returned to his people and
told them, “I have seen the courtiers of Iran and Rome, but I've
never seen a leader more loved and respected as Muhammed
, his companions will never give him up.” Our Rasul  did not
want to wage war, therefore, he sent Hadrat Uthman  to
Makkah Sharif to explain to the Quraish that they allow the
Muslims to make Umrah. This news became famous that the
enemies have killed Hadrat Uthman . When our Nabi 
heard this he was extremely saddened, and took a pledge from
all the Sahaabah  that if we have to fight we will remain
steadfast! This pledge is called 'Bay'at e Ridhwaan' because
Allah  announced his happiness on this bay'at. This pledge
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took place under the acasia tree, therefore, it is also known as
Bay’at-us-Shajar', these 2 names have become famous. Later it
was established that the news of the martyrdom of Hadrat
Uthman was false and it was merely a rumor.
Finally, with great difficulty a peace treaty was agreed upon
between Rasulullah  and the Quraish, on the following points:
1. The Muslims must return this year. They should come the
following year, but, they must not carry any weapons besides
their swords in their sheaths. They must stay only for 3 days in
the Haram. During those days the Quraish will leave Makkah.
2. Both the Muslims and the Quraish have the permission to
make agreements and pledges with any of the Arab tribes.
3. If any one of the Quraish becomes a Muslim and goes to
Madinatul Munawwarah, the Muslims must return him. But if
anyone escapes and comes to the Quraish, the Quraish will not
return him.
4. This agreement will remain in place for 10 years. During this
period there will be no warfare between them.
Apparently these conditions don't seem fair and outwardly it
appears that Nabi  was forced to accept them. But this was
not really the case! Our Nabi  was a Messenger of peace! Our
Nabi  did not desire war, therefore he accepted these
conditions. If we see the results of these conditions, we see that
our Nabi  enjoyed great victories! People began entering
Islam in huge, huge numbers! In a short time it was mostly
Muslims all around! Amongst those who accepted Islam was
Khalid Ibn Walid , who was the leader of one of the regiments
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of the Quraish in the battle of Uhud. After accepting Islam he
had conquered the whole of Iraq and half of Syria. He had
served Islam throughout his life. Our Nabi  gave him the title
of Sayfullah (the sword of Allah).

THE LAST MISCHIEF OF THE JEWS
As long as the Jews remained in Madinatul Munawwarah they
kept on making mischief. Finally they too were exiled to
Khaibar. But here too, they did not stay away from mischief. In
the 6th year of Hijri, their leader toured all neighbouring villages
and raised a huge army to attack Madinatul Munawwarah.
When Nabi  came to know of this, then in the month of
Muharram, in the 7th year of Hijri, he proceeded to Khaibar
with an army of 1,600. The battle lasted for some days. Hadrat
Ali RA showed great valor in this battle. Finally the Muslims
were victorious. The Jews requested Nabi  that their land
remain in their possession and that half of the crops will be
presented to Nabi  annually. Nabi  accepted this condition.

LETTERS OF INVITATION TO KINGS
Our Nabi  was sent as a Messenger to the entire world.
Therefore Nabi  had to convey his message to the entire
world. After the peace treaty of Hudaibiyyah and peaceful
conditions prevailing, in the 7th year of Hijrah, on the 1st of
Muharram, Nabi  had sent letters to all the famous kings, in
which he invited them to Islam. The ambassador knew well the
language of the place that he was sent to, thus he accomplished
his mission well. Each letter carried the seal of Nabi  which
was made of silver. In 3 lines the following was inscribed:
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Allah.
Rasul.
Muhammad .

THE BATTLE OF MUTA.
Of the letters of invitations that were sent, one was addressed
to the king of Busra, whose name was Shurahbeel bin Amr.
Contrary to the law he executed the ambassador of Nabi ,
Hadrat Haarith bin Umair . To avenge his execution Nabi 
dispatched an army of 3,000 in Jamaadul Ula in the 8th year of
Hijri. Zaid bin Haarith  was made the Amier, who was the
freed slave of Nabi . At the time of dispatching the army Nabi
 said, “If Zaid  is martyred appoint Jaafer bin Abi Taalib 
as the Amir, if he is martyred then Abdullah bin Rawaahah
should become the Amir. The king of Ghassaan came with an
army of 100,000 to the battle field. Hiraqal, the king of Syria also
sent his army generals with their armies to help him. The war
started.
All 3 Ameers of the Muslims became Shahied one after the
other. There were 90 wounds, of swords and arrows, all on the
front of the body of Hadrat Jaa’fer , not a single one on his
back! Finally Khalid bin Walid became the Amier. In fighting he
broke 8 swords! With great difficulty the Muslims gained
salvation. After one and a half days, Khalid bin Walid managed
to save the Muslims and extracted them from the clutches of
the enemy and brought them back safely to Madinah. After this
battle our Nabi  gave Hadrat Khalid bin Walid the title of
'Saifullah' - the Sword of Allah!
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THE CONQUEST OF MAKKAH
Though a peace treaty was made between the Muslims and the
Quraish in Hudaibiyyah for ten years, but the Quraish could not
keep to their agreement. They attacked a friendly tribe of our
Nabi  and killed them in the actual Haram. Those who got
saved from them came to Madinatul Munawwarah and
complained to Nabi  and sought his help. To help these
oppressed people Nabi  left with an army of 10,000 on the
10th of Ramadhaan in the 8th year of Hijri for Makkah. Nabi 
did not desire that blood should flow in Makkah, therefore Nabi
 desired that the people of Makkah should not be aware of
his approach. On entering the city Nabi  gave these orders to
his army:
1. Whoever drops his arms, should not be killed.
2. Whoever enters Baitullah should not be killed.
3. Whoever stays at home should not be killed.
4. Whoever takes refuge in the house of Abu Sufyaan should not
be killed.
5. Whoever takes refuge in the house of Hakim bin Haraam
should not be killed.
6. The wounded should not be killed.
7. Prisoners should not be killed.
8. Those who run away should not be pursued.
Allah  's beloved entered the city on the 20th of Ramadhaan.
Nabi  was mounted on a camel. Together with Nabi  was
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the son of his freed slave, Hadrat Zaid's son, Hadrat Usamah .
Nabi 's head was lowered in humility and was reciting Surah
Fatah. When Nabi  entered the Ka’bah there were 360 idols.
Nabi  purified the House of Allah of these idols. From all sides
the call of Allahu Akbar was heard. They performed Salaah of
Shukr and placed their heads on the ground and were thankful
to Allah ! When Nabi  came out of Baitullaah, all the leaders
and seniors gathered. For 21 years continually they harmed
Nabi , his friends and their possessions. Nabi  said to them:
“O The people of the Quraish, today Allah  has annihilated
your pride and arrogance in boasting about your forefathers. All
people are the children of Adam  and Adam  was made of
sand.” Allah  says, “We created you all from one man and
woman. We made you into tribes and clans to recognise one
another. In the court of Allah only that person has respect and
honour who has more piety. Go, all of you are free! There is no
charge against you!”

THE BATTLE OF HUNAIN
Our Nabi  got the news that the tribes of Hawaazin and
Thaqief are preparing for war against the Muslims. These were
famous warriors of the Arabs. Our Nabi  proceeded with an
army of 12,000 to Hunain. When the Sahabaah  saw their big
numbers they thought when our numbers are so big we will
never be defeated! Allah  did not like this, Muslims could not
withstand the attack and were retreating, but Nabi  called
them back. Now that they fought with great valour and
removed those thoughts they became victorious. In Taif, it was
this very tribe of Hawaazin that wounded our Nabi , when in
the beginning Nabi  went to them to invite them to Islam.
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Now, after the victory of the Muslims, their leaders came with a
request to set their prisoners free - Nabi  did not only set
them free but clothed them as well! Amongst those prisoners
was Nabi 's foster sister Shimaa also. When she was captured
she said, “I'm your Nabi 's sister.” For proof they brought her
to Nabi , tears flowed from the eyes of Nabi , he spread his
shawl for her and spoke with kindness and compassion to her,
gave her some camels and goats and said, “If you wish you may
stay by me or I will send you to your people.” She preferred
going back. Nabi  gave her many more presents and sent her
with great respect!

THE LOVE OF RASULULLAH 
After the battle, Nabi  distributed the spoils of war amongst
the Muslims. He gave more to the people of Makkah and who
had just freshly accepted Islam. The Ansaar felt hurt about this
and some youngsters said, “the Quraish got more than us,” etc.
When Nabi  heard this, he called the Ansaar and asked them,
“Did you people say these things? They said, “It was only the
youngsters,” then Nabi  addressed them thus: Is it not true
you people were misguided? Allah  gave you hidaayat
through me? You were enemies of each other, through me you
became united. You were poor, Allah  made you rich through
me!
All the time the Ansaar were saying that Allah 's Rasul ’s
favours are the greatest upon us. Nabi  said, no, you people
could reply and say the world falsified you, we supported you. I
will testify to it. But O Ansaar, don't you prefer that other
people take camels and goats and you people will take
Muhammad  back home to Madinatul Munawwarah? Hearing
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this the Ansaar were thrilled, their beards became wet with
their tears! And they said, we only want Muhammad !

ASTONISHING SELF SACRIFICE
For the prisoners of war (of this battle), a delegation came to
Nabi , this delegation was of the tribe of our Nabi 's foster
mother, Halimah. The leader made a dynamic bayaan
requesting the release of the prisoners. Nabi  said, “All the
prisoners of the family of Abdul Muttalib are yours.” If you want
all the prisoners to be set free then after Salaah present your
request. They did so after the Zohr Salaah. Nabi  said, “I only
have a choice over my family, however I intercede on behalf of
all.” All said, “Our family members are also free.” In this way
6,000 prisoners of war were set free immediately.

THE BATTLE OF TABUK
In Madinatul Munawwarah it became famous that the Romans
have mustered a great army in Syria. The Muslims were
perturbed. Our Nabi  also started preparations, it was a time
of droughts, the hot summer season and a distant journey.
Most of the people did not desire to leave home. The hypocrites
were keeping away and discouraging others. The Muslims
proved their great love for Islam and presented everything
according to their capacity. Hadrat Abu Bakr  presented
everything of his. Finally in Rajab of the 9th year of Hijri, our
Nabi  proceeded with an army of 30,000 to Tabuk. Reaching
there they found that, that news was not true. Nabi  stayed
there for 20 days. Nearby Christians accepted to follow Nabi
’s instructions and paid the jizya. When Nabi  returned
from there all the people, men, women and children gave a very
hearty and warm welcome to Nabi !
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THE ORDER OF HAJ
The command of Haj came in the 9th year of Hijri. Nabi  made
Hadrat Abu Bakr  the Amir and sent them for Haj. They were
a group of 300. Later Hadrat Ali  also joined them. There they
announced that in future no mushriks will be allowed to enter
the Haram, nor will they be allowed to make Tawaaf nakedly.

THE FAREWELL HAJ
The entire Arab land came in the control of the Muslims and all
had accepted Islam. In other words the mission of Nabi  was
accomplished to an extent. From amongst the basic
fundamentals of Islam which should be fulfilled, the Haj of Nabi
 was still outstanding. In Dhul Qadah, the 10th year of Hijrah,
Nabi  announced his intention of going for Haj and left in the
same month on the 26th from Madinatul Munawwarah.
When Nabi  reached Makkah the boys of the family of Banu
Hashim met Nabi  with great joy, Nabi  had seated some of
them in front of him and some at the back. Nabi  then made
Tawaaf of Ka’bah Sharif. In Arafaat Nabi  delivered a khutbah
whilst sitting on a camel, concluding with: worship Allah ,
perform your 5 times namaaz, keep the fasts of Ramadhaan and
follow the Muslim rulers, then you will enter the Jannat of your
Rabb!
When Nabi  completed his khutbah, then this Aayat was
revealed in the same place,

اليوم اكملت لكم دينكم وامتمت عليكم نعميت ورضيت لكم االسالم دينا
Today I have perfected your Dien and I have completed My
favour upon you and have chosen Islam as your religion.
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On the day of Qurbaani, our Nabi slaughtered 63 camels with
his own hands and Hadrat Ali RA slaughtered 27 on behalf of
Nabi!

PASSING AWAY
After returning from Haj, on the 19th of Safr in the 11th year of
Hijri, on Youmul Ahad (Sunday) our Nabi  took ill. As long as
Nabi  had energy, he perfomed all his Salaah with jamaat in
the Masjid. 5 days before passing on Nabi  said, “The people
before you made Sajdah to the graves of the Ambiya  and
pious people - you people should not do so!” Whatever material
possession was in the house was given in the path of Allah .
The night before the passing on of Nabi , Hadrat Aaiesha 
asked for oil from a neighbour for the lantern. Nabi ’s armour
was pawned by a Jew. At the time of passing on Hadrat Hasan
 and Husain , seeing the condition of their grandfather
started crying. Nabi  kissed them and said to Hadrat Ali RA,
“In regards to the male and female slaves, keep in mind the
commands of Allah , feed them well and speak kindly to them.
The final words of Nabi  were, Salaah, Salaah, (i.e. be careful
in fulfilling your duty of performing Salaah), the rights of slave
women and men.' There was a water container nearby, in which
Nabi  repeatedly placed his Mubaarak hands and rubbed it on
his face, covered his Mubarak face with a sheet and sometimes
removed it.
Then he raised his hand, made a sign 3 times with his finger and
said 'O Allah you are the best Friend' saying this his hand came
down. Finally on the 12 of Rabi ul Awwal in the 11th year of
Hijri, at the age of 63 years and 5 days, at the time of chasht,
mid morning, the sun of Nabuwwat set! And our Beloved Nabi
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 left us forever from this temporary world. Where Nabi 
passed on, he was buried in the same place. Innaa lillaahi wa
innaa ilaihi raje'un. To Allah  alone do we belong and our
return is to Him.
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